Abstract. The rapid development of Micro-blog, Renner and other social networks, on the one hand it is difficult to manage these social networks with figures and tables, on the other hand it is difficult to find a wealth of information in social networks. Visualization technology provides an effective way to understand the social network structure and dig information. This article introduces the social network data features, social network visualization solutions, common layout of social network visualization, and social network visualization application in various fields.
Introduction
With the widespread use of mobile Internet, the development of cloud computing technology, social network, e-commerce, LBS services, the size of social network data increases large, jumped from GB to TB grade level, even PB-class [12] that people cannot manage and analyze these social networks by conventional techniques and methods.
The structure of social network is very complex. Only does use spreadsheet or text to express, is it very difficult to understand the social network and the contained information of the social network is not fully reflected. The best easy and intuitive [13] way is visualization [4] . The idea of scientific visualization is proposed by the National Science Foundation in the 1980s, there were producing a large amount of data in scientific computing, it was difficult to know the indicated meaning of these data and the relationship between these data, so they proposed the visualizing ideas of displaying these data to graph. On the one hand the social network visualization can help people recognize the internal structure of the network by the graphical display, on the other hand can explore valuable information hidden inside the social networks [1] .
Visualization of social networks involves sociology, graph theory, information visualization, and other fields. This article focuses on the aspect of visualization, the article elaborated on the characteristics of social network data, visualization schemes of different characteristics data, common visual layout of social networks, applications of social network visualization, and finally a summary of the article content.
Characteristics of social network data
Human social activities generate a lot of social network data, such as Sina publishes tens of thousands of micro-blogs every day. How to analyze the data of these social networks has become a hot research field [5] . Visualization of social network data using mathematics diagram, graph vertices represent people, links show the relationship between people's activities. Because social networks are a kind of complex networks [2] , so social network data is in line with the general characteristics of complex networks, mainly in the following four points:
Social network data is sparse as a whole, dense local
In the Social networks and cooperation networks between scientists, the activities between people who mutual understand or cooperate are very frequently. The data is used to represent these activities is very large, contact between these data will be very close, and these social network data presents locally dense features. From the whole region or country to observe, social network and collaborative network of scientists is less contact between the various regions, social network data as a whole experience the feature of sparse.
Social network data have time characteristic
Social network activity is often occured with a time, this time records the whole process of activities, studying of social networks often start from this time. For example, when analyzing the micro-blog public opinion, when, who issued, the number of people forwarding, each time of these actions. Then analyzing the information in chronological order, we can have a certain understanding of the propagation of public opinion.
Social network data have hierarchical attribute
The social network of social structure and family relationships have grade level. A hierarchy contains the following sub-level, as well as the second son of the following sub-level hierarchy. For example, a company's organizational structure, generally divided into chariman, middle manager, the general staff of the three levels, these social networks have a property of hierarchical structure.
Social network data have network attribute
The main participants of the Internet network, social networks, collaboration networks, disease transmission networks is human, exchanging activities between people staggered overlap. The links of visual image between nodes mutually cross, intricate, such social network have network properties.
social network visualization schemes
With a variety of features, one visual scheme does clearly not present the characteristics of the various types of social network data. Different characteristics data need different visualization schemes. This section describes some common social network visualization schemes.
Node link diagram
Node link diagram organizes the data into a structure similar to graph, nodes and links represent data items and relations between them, as shown in Figure 1 . Node link diagram is used to visualize data with hierarchical attributes, using the form of a tree diagram layout -tree, the data can be visually show hierarchical relationships, the corporate organizational structure shown in Figure 2 . It is also commonly used to visualize network data, the social relationships structure shown in Figure 3 . 
Matrix
Node link diagram can show small amount of hierarchy data, network data and there is a lot of space between the branches figure. When the amount of data is large, intertwined branches will become chaotic. Matrix would be a good solution to this problem, all the nodes as a matrix of rows and columns, the matrix value represent the relationship between the nodes, so that the large amount of data, close relationship data can be clearly visualized, as shown in Figure 4 . 
Time line graph
For the data which has time attribute, information is placed in the horizontal axis coordinate system by chronological order, the time is regard as a clue to study social network, the timeline graph shown in Figure 5 . The main problem of time line graph is that the limited length of the time axis is difficult to display all the information when the time is too long . 
Mixed graph
The section of papers mentioned that the social network data have overall sparse, dense local features. Theses current visualization scheme cannot clearly visualize these data, researchers have proposed a hybrid visualization scheme, the node link diagram visualizes sparse data and matrix visualizes dense data, mixed graph can clearly visualizes this feature of social network data ,as shown in Figure 6 . 
The layout of social network visualization
The layout of diagram is the basis of social network visualization layout, the layout of the related research has been very mature, this paper discusses common social network visualization layout focused on the characteristics of social network data.
Force directed layout
The basic idea of force directed layout is to regard graph as a physical system which the vertex act as steel ring, the edge act as spring, when the system is given an initial state, the role of the spring tension will lead to the steel ring moving, it does not stop until the total energy of the system is reduced to the minimum value. Force directed layout is the basis of social network data layout, many layout algorithms are evolved based on it.
Hierarchical layout
Hierarchical layout is mainly for social network data with a hierarchical attribute. Node link diagram with the layout of tree structure, each layer of the tree diagram representing the data of per layer, the hierarchical data is been clearly visualized.
Network layout
Network Layout mainly visualize the social network with network characteristics, the node link diagram was regarded as network to play in a plane, avoiding links cross and nodes overlap.
The application of social network visualization
Currently, there are many scholars applying social network visualization to the study of social network. Correa 
Conclusion
This paper discusses the characteristics of social network data, the related technology, research and application of social network visualization. Social network visualization , to a certain extent, reduce the difficulty of social network analysis.
